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Featured Application: Targeted drug delivery using magnetic micro/nanorobots.

Abstract: Magnetic microrobotics is a promising technology for improving minimally invasive
surgery (MIS) with the ambition of enhancing patient care and comfort. The potential benefits include
limited incisions, less hemorrhaging and postoperative pain, and faster recovery time. To achieve
this, a key issue relies on the design of a proper electromagnetic actuation (EMA) setup which is
based on the use of magnetic sources. The magnetic field and its gradient generated by the EMA
platform is then used to induce magnetic torque and force for microrobot manipulations inside the
human body. Like any control systems, the EMA system must be adapted to the given controlled
microrobot and customized for the application. With great research efforts on magnetic manipulating
of microrobots, the EMA systems are approaching commercial applications, and their configurations
are becoming more suitable to be employed in real medical surgeries. However, most of the proposed
designs have not followed any specific rule allowing to take into account the biomedical applications
constraints. Through reviewing the different proposed EMA systems in the literature, their various
specifications and configurations are comprehensively discussed and analyzed. This study focus on
EMA platforms that use electromagnets. From this review and based on the biomedical application
specifications, the appropriate EMA system can be determined efficiently.

Keywords: ElectroMagnetic Actuation, Medical Magnetic Microrobots, Minimally Invasive Surgery

1. Introduction

Magnetically actuated microrobots are of great interest for the development of inno-
vative biomedical operations. The need to improve interventional operations has led to a
wide range of minimally invasive procedures. Since most current operations are limited by
the manual action of the surgeon, various robotic systems have been proposed to enhance
minimally invasive surgery (MIS) [1–14]. Unlike the need of using rigid instruments with
dexterous distal wrists, it is commonly more appropriate to use robotic tools that access
internal tissues through small skin incisions [14–19]. Thanks to these medical robotic
solutions the acceptance of their uses in clinical practice has been improved. For instance,
researchers from the robotics field have developed solutions like robotized tele-echography
to provide skilled medical care to isolated patients [20]. Meanwhile, various microrobotic
systems have arisen to further reduce trauma, create new diagnosis tools and therapeutic
procedures. For example, wireless microrobots with size of less than a millimeter are
investigated to navigate within the body for targeted therapies [21–23].

Indeed, the design of miniaturized and versatile microrobotic systems potentially
allows access to the entire human body, thus offering localized diagnoses and treatments
with more precision and efficiency, but also to consider new procedures. For example,
wireless microrobots, smaller than a millimeter, can navigate the body to perform targeted
therapies [21–23]. A key issue lies in the actuation of such untethered microrobots within
the human body. Among the various techniques developed so far, electromagnetic actua-
tion (EMA) is considered to be the most promising one [13,21–50]. To this aim, many EMA
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Figure 1. The concept of EMA system applying for various biomedical applications.

platforms have been proposed to control untethered magnetic microrobots for biomedical
applications [29,42,48–81]. Using EMA system circumvents the need of embedding power
power sources into the microrobot [13,21,22,25,46,82]. Magnetic microrobots can be op-
erated remotely and precisely by controlling external electromagnetic fields. This allows
the microrobots to assist the surgeon by increasing the dexterity of the MIS procedure
[13,14,22,25,46,57,78,81].

To properly manipulate magnetic microrobots for the realization of reliable given
biomedical applications, the EMA platform is one of the key elements. Consequently, the
choice, the number and the placement of its magnetic sources are of prime importance
[81]. Basically, magnetic sources can be produced by either permanent magnets [29,
51–56] or electromagnets [42,48,49,57–78]. Nevertheless, most of the numerous EMA
designs proposed by researchers do not follow any specific rule. It is not easy to choose
the appropriate solution for a given application. This review aims to summarize and
compare the existing EMA systems regarding MIS procedures, focusing on those using
electromagnets. At first, the electromagnetic sources of EMA systems could be organized
either in a two-dimensional (2D) or in a three-dimensional (3D) arrangements, and apply
properly to the different parts of the human body, as presented in fig. 1. As illustrated
in fig. 1(A), the 2D placement of magnets could be useful for surface operations such as
angioma or cosmetic treatments. In the meanwhile, most MIS interventions require a 3D
workspace, hence, the EMA system should be arranged in 3D above fig. 1(B) or around
fig. 1(C) the workspace as well.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Magnetic Manipulation

EMA systems consisting of several electromagnets allow generating a magnetic field
and/or a gradient field in a given workspace, as shown in fig. 2. These fields induce a
magnetic torque and a force on the magnetized materials of the untethered microrobots.
The expression of the magnetic field generated by an electromagnetic coil is derived from
a single wire and the magnetic dipole. The magnetic field from any electromagnetic coil
c can be approximated as a magnetic dipole characterized by its magnetic moment mc,
and the point-dipole model is proposed. It can be shown that the magnetic field and its
gradient are proportional to the electric current ic flowing through the coil c. The overall
magnetic field generated by the n-coils is the superposition of each field. The magnetic
field and its gradient are then expressed as:

B(p) = B(p)i =
(
Bx By Bz

)⊺i (1)

∇B(p) = G(p)i =
(

∂Bx

∂x
∂Bx

∂y
∂Bx

∂z
∂By

∂y
∂By

∂z

)⊺

i (2)
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Figure 2. Illustration of the use of the magnetic manipulation of untethered microrobots.

where i = (i1, . . . , in)t is the electric current vector.
When the magnetic dipole moment and the magnetic field are given, the induced

magnetic torque and force can be easily obtained by the Maxwell’s equations. The in-
duced magnetic field aligns the microrobot to a desired direction, and the magnetic force
provides the propulsion force to move the microrobot to complete the task. Through the
mathematical transformation, and for more convenient investigations of the magnetic
actuation properties, the equations of torque and force can be rearranged into the following
expression: (

tm

fm

)
=

(
m ×B(p)
mtG(p)

)
i = A(m, p)i (3)

where A(m, p) ∈ R6×n is an actuation matrix mapping the current to the applied magnetic
wrench. This magnetic actuation matrix is a function of both the position p ∈ Ω, and the
magnetic moment m of the microrobot.

Therefore, substituting the eq. (1) and eq. (2) into the eq. (3), the equations of torque
and force can be presented by the actuation matrix A(m, p) in the further details as:

A(m, p)(i) =



mx my mz 0 0 0 0 0
0 mx 0 my mz 0 0 0

−mz 0 mx −mz my 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −mz my
0 0 0 0 0 mz 0 −mx
0 0 0 0 0 −my mx 0
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(i) (4)

Each column of the matrix A(m, p) represents the wrench on the force and torque per unit
current created by each electromagnet. If there are greater than n > 6 electromagnets, the
actuation matrix A(m, p) leads to a better conditioned matrix, a more isotropic workspace
Ω, a reduction of singularity configurations, and lower current requirements [72,73,81].
In such cases, n > 6, the EMA system is said "redundant" for the task. Especially, if
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A(m, p) has a full rank, for a desired force, f⋆m and torque, t⋆m, the actuation currents i can
be calculated from the pseudo-inverse:

i = A+(m, p)

(
t⋆m
f⋆m

)
(5)

If n < 6, the pseudo-inverse would be a least-squares approximation. Hence, for a
controlled force and torque, the input current can be obtained only if the pseudo-inverse of
A(m, p) exists. This derivation on the controlled current i can be similarly extended for
controllers that require torque and/or force control [57].

2.2. Manipulation Analysis

From the mathematical analysis, the rank of force equation is 3 and the rank of torque
equation is 2, the microrobot can maximally achieve 3 degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) in
translation and 2 DOFs in rotation. Next, to achieve the 5 DOFs control of the microrobot,
the minimum number of electromagnets is mathematical estimated. The 3 electromagnets
can be used for 3 DOFs force control at a point, but normally 5 electromagnets are required
when the orientation of the microrobot is dynamic changed. The number of electromagnets
can be reduced to 4, but either a nonmagnetic restoring torque or a nonmagnetic restoring
force is required to stabilize the system. For 2 DOFs torque control, only 3 electromagnets
are required because the 3 coils can generate a 3D field in a workspace. Thus, combined
torque and force control requires a minimum of n = 7 stationary electromagnets. Similarly,
the 7 electromagnets also need some additional external conditions. To stabilize the 5 DOFs
control of the microrobot, the 8 electromagnets are suggested for the fixed configuration
system [83]. Reconfigurable EMA system can achieve similar control authority to stationary
system with fewer electromagnets. Only n = 5 electromagnets are required for torque and
force control. Therefore, the mobile electromagnets are more particularly considered for
the biomedical applications. Indeed, the field shape in the workspace can be modified by
changing the location or orientation of the electromagnets during the magnetic actuation
of the microrobot [81].

2.3. Discussions

Various arrangements of electromagnetic coils can generate various magnetic field
distributions. The EMA setup should be properly defined with respect to the envisioned
biomedical application. To do so, the main characteristics should be specified, such as: the
environment of the workspace, the type of microrobot and the various magnetic tasks. The
required number of electromagnets for different motions control has been studied in past
works [45,81,83]. On this basis, the relations between the specifications and the number of
coils to design an EMA system can be proposed, and are depicted in fig. 3.

Specifically, for the choice of a proper EMA system, five main characteristics of an
application are required:

1. The dimensions of workspace;
2. The media of the environment;
3. The type of microrobots;
4. The medical tasks;
5. The required motion control.

First of all, the dimension of workspace is determined by the desired biomedical application
that can be either 2D or 3D. The media of workspace could be divided into easy-to-
operate and non-easy-to-operate for the placed microrobot. Commonly, the media with
high viscosity or non-Newtonian fluid and the flowing status are difficult conditions to
manipulate microrobot. In contrast, low viscosity and static environment are easy for the
operation of microrobot.

Moreover, the type of applied microrobot and its locomotion must be specified. Es-
pecially, the helical microrobot or microswimmer could be selected to move in a flowing
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environment and/or high viscosity media since these microrobots can perform drilling
motion by the rotating magnetic field (see also fig. 2). Combining with magnetic force
produced by magnetic gradient, the helical microrobot or microswimmer can be also ac-
tuated by a strong propulsion force. Besides, the cylindrical, ellipsoidal, spheroidal and
irregularly shaped microrobot are chosen to the suitable environments. In addition, the
type of locomotion of the microrobot should be determined with respect to the given
application. As presented in fig. 3, 6 main types of biomedical applications are here con-
sidered. But, a distinction is made according to a 2D or 3D workspace that is considered.
For a 2D workspace, as illustrated in section 2.3, 4 main types of biomedical applications
are considered for a 2D workspace: i) surface treatment, ii) marking/sensing, iii) in vitro
micromanipulation, and iv) controllable structure. Whereas for a 3D biomedical operations,
the main types of tasks are: i) material removal, ii) marking/sensing, iii) targeted therapy,
and iv) controllable structure, as depicted in section 2.3. For instance, almost all types of
microrobot could be used for targeted drug delivery. However, the spheroidal microrobot
rather than the helical microrobot is suitable for marking/sensing application. If a helical
microrobot is applied for targeted drug delivery, the possible motion of microrobot is
required as translation and rotation. If a spheroidal microrobot is used for targeted drug
delivery, the possible motion could be translation, rotation and punching.

Finally, the number of electromagnetic coils is determined by the specific motions of
the selected microrobot. For instance, the translational locomotion can be achieved by the
magnetic force on the spheroidal microrobot, and it can also be reached by the magnetic
torque generated by rotating magnetic field on the helical microrobot. Considering a 3D
workspace as an example, the reliable locomotion of spheroidal microrobot requires n = 5
numbers of electromagnets, while the locomotion of a helical microrobot only demands
n = 3 numbers of electromagnets. Similarly, other necessary information for designing
EMA system can also be obtained in the same way following the fig. 3. Therefore, from the
above five requirements, the specifications of desired EMA system are obtained.

3. The Electromagnetic Microrobotic Systems

The magnetic microrobot can be efficiently actuated by the utilization of magnetic field
and/or its gradient. This magnetic field could be generated from an EMA platform, that
must obviously comprises some electromagnetic sources. The magnetic sources could be
produced by either permanent magnets [29,51–56] or electromagnets [42,48,49,57–78], that
should be selected according to the specified biomedical application. The main advantage
of permanent magnet sources is that they do not require an external power supply, and they
exhibit an advantageous volume to field-strength ratio [52]. But, in such case the magnetic
fields can not be accurately adjusted or switched off [54]. In contrast, electromagnets
can generate appropriate and flexible magnetic fields to effectively control the movement
of microrobots. This study focuses on applications where magnetic fields and/or their
gradients need to be continuously changed, and EMA setups using electromagnets are
primarily considered in the following. The simplest electromagnet is wrapped around
an air-filled core. In such case, the magnetic fields or their gradients can be uniformly
defined in the workspace, and linear relationship can be expressed with their input currents.
However, in such case, the strength of the magnetic field is weaker than using a permanent
magnet on an equivalent volume. To increase the strength, a magnetic core with a high
magnetic permeability can be added inside the coil to confine and guide the magnetic
fields. The magnetic field is related to the electric current as well as to the properties of
the magnetic core. Nevertheless, EMA system with several core-filled electromagnets may
exhibit nonlinear and coupled behavior.

Furthermore, the EMA systems can also be distinguished into stationary and mobile.
Stationary magnetic sources commonly use Helmholtz, Maxwell and saddle coils [61–
65,67,69,71,74,84], as in MRI system [58,85–87], to induce magnetic fields and gradients
that only are controlled by the current flowing into the electromagnetic coils. With such
stationary configurations, the magnetic manipulation of the microrobot together with the
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Figure 3. The diagram of the specifications of EMA system design for (a) 2D and (b) 3D workspace..

workspace geometry remains limited by the stationary arrangement of coils. Conversely,
moving magnets (e.g. actuated by a robotic system) can move around the target to enhance
the manipulability of microrobots [88,89]. As the magnetic sources usually remain close
to the microrobot, the moving coils also reduce the energy demand. In addition, they can
change the local field distribution by adjusting the positions and/or orientations of the
magnets [60,73].

N

S

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Examples of EMA systems with moving permanent magnets: (a) conceptual image of a
rotating-permanent-magnet manipulator proposed by Fountain et al. [51], and (b) the Stereotaxis
Niobe® consisting of two robotically-controlled magnets next to the table.

As shown in fig. 4(a), Fountain et al. [51] propose the use of nonuniform magnetic
fields emanated from from a single rotating-permanent magnet manipulator for the control
of magnetic helical microrobots, where the robotic arm brings the magnet closer to the pa-
tient, and the axial and radial controls cause the local magnetic field to change. Stereotaxis1

Inc. has developed and commercialized the Niobe® robotic magnetic navigation system
presented in fig. 4(b). Niobe® uses two permanent magnets mounted on pivoting arms and
positioned on opposing sides of the operating table to control proprietary catheters and
guide-wires that have very small magnets at their distal tips. To circumvent the uncontrol-
lability of the magnetic field generated by permanent magnets, Véron et al. [88] investigate
a robot-assisted magnetic manipulation system with several mobile electromagnetic coils

1 Stereotaxis Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA, http://www.stereotaxis.com

http://www.stereotaxis.com
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Examples of EMA systems with moving electromagnets: (a) the robot-assisted magnetic
manipulation proposed by Véron et al. [88], and (b) the DeltaMag system consisting of three parallel
mobile coils [89].

as represented in fig. 5(b), where a robotic system keeps full dexterity for the use of elec-
tromagnetic coils while reducing energy consumption by a nearer manipulation. Also,
Yang et al. [89] demonstrate an electromagnetic manipulation system with three parallel
mobile coils named DeltaMag and represented in fig. 5(b). The proposed EMA system can
remotely control the magnetic untethered devices in an enlarged workspace, moreover, the
electromagnetic coils are actuated through the parallel mechanism to achieve the flexibility
of their placement. Thus, the DeltaMag system proves that the mobile sources generated by
moving electromagnets can improve the manipulability of localization to close the vicinity
of the desired area and bring the good space utilization.

Here, we present a brief overview of different EMA setups in the following paragraphs.
These electromagnetic microrobotic platforms can be divided into two-dimensional and
three-dimensional manipulations. The status of electromagnetic coils could be stationary
or mobile. The functions of designed electromagnetic platform vary according to the
configuration of electromagnets. The Helmholtz coils pair, Maxwell coils pair, uniform
saddle coils pair and gradient saddle coils pair are basic electromagnets configurations as
shown in fig. 6 and are commonly used to generate a uniform magnetic field or gradient
in a given workspace. The magnetic field intensity Hh, Hm, Hu and Hg of them can be
computed as follows, respectively:

Hh =
(
dhx 0 0

)⊺ (6)

dh =

(
4
5

) 3
2 ih

rh
(7)

Hm =
(

gmx −0.5gmy −0.5gmz
)⊺ (8)

gm =
16
3

(
3
7

) 5
2 im

r2
m

(9)

Hu =
(
0, du, 0

)⊺ (10)

du = 0.6004
iu

ru
(11)

Hg =
(

ggx −2.4398ggy 1.4398ggz
)⊺ (12)

gg = cos−1

(
1 − 3

2a2
16
3π

(
3
7

) 5
2 ig

r2
g

)
(13)

where ih and rh = r are the current and the radius of the Helmholtz coils; im and rm = r are
the current and the radius of the Maxwell coils; iu and ru = r are the current and the radius
of the uniform saddle coils; and ig and ru = g are the current and the radius of the gradient
saddle coils.

As shown in fig. 6(a), the Helmholtz set includes two solenoids with same radius rh
separated by the distance: l = rh, and the Maxwell coil consists of a pair of same coils
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Figure 6. Basic electromagnets configurations: (a) representation of an Helmholtz (inner red) and
Maxwell (outer blue) coils pair.; and (b) representation of saddle-shaped coils: with same current iu
flowing in the uniform saddle coil, and current ig in phase opposite for the gradient saddle coil.

of radius rm separated with a distance l =
√

3rm. The currents flowing in an Helmholtz
coil pair have same intensity and phase, that is: ih = ihleft = ihright, while the currents of
Maxwell coils are flowing in opposite phases, that is: imleft = −imright and im = |imleft| =
|imright|. It is clear that the magnetic fields generated by the combination of a Helmholtz
coils pair and a Maxwell coils pair are different from that produced by two Helmholtz coils
pairs. Hence, the different configurations of platforms composed of different coils pairs
will be investigated. To make it easier to name each magnetic platform, we introduce the
abbreviation to identify them with the nomenclature provided in Table.1.

Table 1. ElectroMagnetic Actuation system nomenclature

Symbol Description Symbol Description
H Helmholtz coils M Maxwell coils
U Uniform saddle coils G Gradient saddle coils
E Electromagnet C single coil pair

2D two-dimensions 3D three-dimensions
r rotational

3.1. Two-Dimensional Manipulation
3.1.1. Platform HMr

Yesin et al. [49] propose a simple EMA system consisting with one Helmholtz and
one Maxwell coils pairs. The coils sets are designed to surround the same rotating axis, as
shown in fig. 7. Figure 7(a) illustrates the schematic diagram of the proposed EMA system.
The rotating Helmholtz coils allow aligning the magnetic moment of the microrobot to the
desired direction. Maxwell coils are used to directly translate the microrobot in the aligned
direction. Thereby the microrobot is actuated in a 2D space thanks to the manipulation
plane obtained by rotating a straight line around the axis of rotation.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. HMr EMA platform developed by Yesin et al. [49]: (a) scheme of the concept; and (b) a
photograph of the magnetic steering system.
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3.1.2. Platform 2C

Go et al. [70] propose an EMA system comprising of two stationary pairs of electro-
magnetic coils to steer microrobot within a 2D plane, and is depicted in fig. 8(a). The
microrobot can be aligned and steered to a desired location by controlling the currents
flowing through each electromagnetic coil. With such simple configuration, the proposed
EMA system requires the less power consumption and a smaller volume. To actuate the
microrobot, the proposed system needs specific control algorithm of the currents through
their coils. Thus, the authors demonstrate real time positioning through the magnetic field
control of a calibrate field at the edge of the workspace. This method allows the microrobot
to move accurately along desired paths with less positioning errors.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. 2C EMA platform developed by Park et al. [70]: (a) scheme of the concept; and (b) a
photograph of the built system.

3.1.3. Platform 2H2M

Choi et al. [65] also use Helmholtz and Maxwell coils. The difference is that they
are designed by using four sets of fixed coils, as represented in fig. 9. Two Helmholtz
coils are placed perpendicular to each other in the xy-plane. By adjusting the current
ratio between the two pairs of Helmholtz coils, a steerable uniform magnetic field can be
generated to drive the magnetic moment of microrobots. Two Maxwell coils are also placed
perpendicular to each other in the xy-plane. By applying different current ratios between
the two pairs of Maxwell coils, the direction of the magnetic force can be adjusted and set.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. 2H2M EMA platform developed by Choi et al. [65]: (a) scheme of the concept; and (b) a
photograph of the built system.

3.1.4. Platform HMUG

Jeon et al. [62] have developed a stationary EMA system composed of one pair of
Helmholtz and Maxwell coils, and one pair of uniform and gradient saddle coils, as repre-
sented in fig. 10. The proposed EMA system is capable of controlling the 2D locomotion
of magnetic microrobot. The geometric shape of saddle coils brings the convenience for
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manipulation, and especially allows increasing the accessibility to the workspace. Authors
point out that the designed system is geometrically compact to allow a patient to lie down
and magnetically efficient compared with the conventional configuration which has two
pairs of Maxwell and Helmholtz coils.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. HMUG EMA platform developed by Jeon et al. [62]: (a) scheme of the concept; and (b) a
photograph of the built system.

In the system, the desired uniform magnetic field is produced by the pairs of Helmholtz
and uniform saddle coils to generate the magnetic torque aligning the orientation of micro-
robot in the a 2D plane, and the magnetic gradient is induced by the pairs of Maxwell and
gradient saddle coils to steer the magnetic microrobot along the given direction. Therefore,
this EMA system is able to provide a 2D pointing and positioning control of the microrobot.

3.1.5. Platform 3H2M

Go et al. [90,91] have investigated an EMA system with three stationary pairs of
Helmholtz coils on each direction, and two stationary pairs of Maxwell coils fixed on xy
plane as shown in fig. 11.

Figure 11. Schematic configuration of EMA system coils developed proposed by Park et al. [90].

3.1.6. Platform 6E

Diller et al.[92] have reported a method to control multiple untethered magnetic
microrobots independently using an EMA system consisting of six independent air-core
electromagnetic coils as shown in fig. 12. Actuated by the applied external magnetic field,
multiple microrobots are steered to arbitrary goal positions, while the limited path is also
achievable. Hence, the proposed EMA system has the potential to control independently
the locomotion of multiple microrobots for different manipulation tasks.

3.2. Three-Dimensional Manipulation
3.2.1. Platform 3DMH

In [74] authors present an EMA system composed of three sets of electromagnets,
as shown in fig. 13(a). The three pairs of coils are placed perpendicularly to generate
the magnetic field in the three directions of Cartesian coordinate system. Moreover, the
three sets of coils can also provide propulsion force to move the microrobot by the proper
control of their currents. Hence, by the combination of Helmholtz and Maxwell coils in
each set, the proposed EMA system can provide a simple approach for the 3D actuation of
the microrobot in low fabrication cost, that is represented in fig. 13(b). The authors report
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Figure 12. Electromagnetic coil setup consisting of six coils. Two of four horizontal coils are removed
to allow viewing of workspace. [92].

that this EMA platform has the capability of generating the necessary magnetic field and
gradient to perform the suitable control of a microrobot on a defined trajectory [74].

(a) (b)

Figure 13. 3DMH EMA platform developed by Dadkhah et al. [74]: (a) representation of the concept;
and (b) the design of a set of electromagnets for a given axis that combines a pair of Helmholtz and
Maxwell coils.

3.2.2. Platform 2H2Mr

It is also possible to simply obtain the 3D motion control by moving the stationary
2D manipulation plane. For instance, Jeong et al.[61] propose an EMA system for the
3D locomotion of intravascular microrobots by the controlling the rotational plane. The
considered system is composed of a stationary Helmholtz–Maxwell coil pairs and a rota-
tional Helmholtz–Maxwell coil pairs, as shown in fig. 14. Two pairs of the Helmholtz coils
align the microrobot to the desired direction, and two pairs of the Maxwell coils steer the
microrobot on the aligned direction. Figure 14(a) shows the stationary Helmholtz–Maxwell
coils located in the x-axis, and the other rotational Helmholtz–Maxwell coils that are set
along the x-axis. Thus, in the workspace, when a microrobot is not aligned in the desired
direction, the two pair of Helmholtz coils generate a uniform magnetic field to align the
microrobot in the desired orientation. The uniform magnetic gradient generated by the two
pairs of Maxwell coils induces the propulsion force to propel the microrobot. As shown in
fig. 14(a), the rotational Maxwell coil pairs behave similarly to the rotational Helmholtz
coil pairs. Hence, the microrobot can be rotated and translated in the same manipulation
plane. Through the microrobot is actuated in a 2D plane, the a 2D manipulation plane can
be expanded to a 3D space by rotating determined plane by rotational coils pairs revolving
about the x-axis. Therefore, the considered EMA system can achieve a 3D manipulation.
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(a) (b)

Figure 14. 2H2Mr EMA platform developed by Jeong et al. [61]: (a) scheme of the concept; and (b) a
photograph of the built system.

3.2.3. Platform HMUGr

Generally, the EMA system constructed from Helmholtz and Maxwell coils takes up a
large space. In order to get a smaller volume of the platform and the less consumption of
driving energy, in [62,67] the authors have developed an EMA system based on uniform
and gradient saddle coils for the 3D locomotion of a microrobot. Referring to the structure
given in [67], the pair of Maxwell-Helmholtz coils and the pair of the uniform-gradient
saddle coils are perpendicularly fixed (see also fig. 15). Such arranged configuration can
realize the 2D locomotion of a microrobot. Similarly, the designed EMA system expands the

(a) (b)

Figure 15. HMUGr EMA platform developed by Choi et al. [67]: (a) scheme of the concept; and (b) a
photograph of the built system.

2D to the 3D actuation by rotating saddle coil pairs. With such structure of rotating saddle
coils, the considered system actually provides a more flexible and accessible workspace. In
the fig. 15(a), the 2D control of orientation of microrobot is realized by using one pair of
Helmholtz coils fixed along x-axis, and one pair of uniform saddle coils placed around the
x-axis. Once the microrobot is aligned along the desired angle, the pairs of Maxwell and
gradient saddle coils will produce the necessary propulsion force owing to the induced
magnetic gradient.

It is noted in [62,67,93] that the systems with the structure of saddle coil allow the less
power consumption with a more compact setup. Moreover, such structures are suitable for
the actuation of the medical microrobot in vivo.

3.2.4. Platform H2US-MUG

Jeon et al. [63] have proposed an EMA system composed of one pair of Helmholtz
coils, two pairs of uniform saddle coils, one pair of Maxwell coils and one pair of gradient
saddle coils, that is illustrated in fig. 16. The Maxwell and gradient saddle coils pairs are
nested into other coils. Authors demonstrate that their EMA system can perform helical
and translational motions of a microrobot in several organs of the human body such as the
central nervous system, the urinary system, the eye and blood vessel. The considered EMA
setup is able to generate rotating magnetic fields thanks to the Helmholtz and uniform
saddle coils for the sufficiently precise corkscrew motions of the helical microrobot; and
can also provide uniform magnetic gradient field for the transverse movement of the
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Figure 16. Schematic diagram of the H2US-MUG EMA system developed by Jeon et al. [63].

microrobot along the axial direction via the Maxwell and gradient saddle coils pairs, which
can apply for several organs of human body such as the urinary system, the eye or the
nervous system.

3.2.5. Platform 3DH

Mahoney et al. [94] have developed an EMA system consisting of three nested Helmholtz
coil pairs, as illustrated in fig. 17. The three pairs of Helmholtz coils are arranged per-
pendicularly to allow generating an uniform magnetic field whose orientation can be
controlled in the 3D workspace. The authors have also proposed an open-loop algorithm
for the velocity control with gravity compensation for the helical microrobot. To steer the
microswimmer, the 3D rotating magnetic field is generated by each pair of Helmholtz coils
in the workspace. Assuming that the microswimmer always rotates in synchronization
with the applied magnetic field, the central axis of the microswimmer is asymptotically
converging on the rotation axis of the magnetic field. The desired velocity of the microrobot
is provided with a precalculated frequency of the rotating magnetic field. Thus, such EMA
configuration can be used to actuate remotely the medical microrobot for performing tasks,
such as targeted therapy, tissue removal and remote sensing, by controlling its orientation
and rotation speed intuitively, especially in the low-Reynolds-number environment.

Figure 17. Photograph of the 3DH EMA setup developed by Mahoney et al. [94].

3.2.6. Platform 8E

To achieve the 3D independent control for multiple microrobots, an EMA system
including eight iron-core electromagnetic coils has been developed [95]. Figure 18(a)
illustrates the proposed setup, where the iron-core electromagnets are all pointing to the
common workspace center. The 3D motions of microrobots are directly actuated using the
magnetic gradient generated by the eight completely independent coils. The differentiation
of magnetic forces applied to each microrobot is accomplished by inducing the unique
viscous drag on each microrobot when placed in a rotating magnetic field. The different
rotational responses result in the different orientations of microrobots, and thence the
forces are generated in different directions. Therefore, the proposed EMA system allows
different magnetic forces to be exerted on the microrobots, that is capable of enabling the
independent remote control and path following of multiple microrobots along arbitrary
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(a) (b)

Figure 18. EMA platform developed with independent control: (a) a photograph of the EMA setup
comprising 8 electromagnetic coils [95]; and (b) a photograph of the nine-coils EMA system [96].

3D trajectories. Such electromagnetic microrobotic systems can be used to expand the
microrobot techniques for the clinical manipulation, drug delivery, remote sensing and
localized therapy in microfluidic channels or in the human body.

Indeed, EMA setups with a 3D configuration are more useful for a wider range of
biomedical applications than a 2D placement, and other 8 electromagnets configurations
such as the well-known OctoMag [59] and MiniMag [60] have been also investigated. The
OctoMag platform have been designed with a hemispheric organization of 8 stationary
coils. Similarly, the MiniMag system occupies a hemisphere with a tilted arrangement.
Compared to OctoMag, the MiniMag setup has been designed to restrict the locations of
the electromagnets to a single hemisphere that has a smaller volume. Specifically, they are
both developed for the ophthalmic MIS procedure in the retinal veins.

3.2.7. Platform 9E

Ongaro et al. [96] have investigated the design of an EMA system composed of nine
electromagnetic coils that is capable of independently controlling identical and nonidenti-
cal microrobots in the 3D workspace, and named BatMag as illustrated in fig. 18(b). The
independent control is achieved by exploiting the in-homogeneity of the strong fields that
the system can generate. The control strategy for the independent 6 DOFs control of micro-
robots has been tested and evaluated. Also, a thermal management technique is developed
and quantitatively analyzed to prevent overheating during continuous operations. In fact,
the Joule heat occurred by the large input current flowing the coil is an important safety
factor for EMA setups. This nine-coil EMA system with the independent control could
be used for precise collaborative tasks in MIS fields, microassembly, micromanipulation,
tissue engineering, and lab-on-a-chip applications.

3.3. Analysis

From the various developed electromagnetic microrobotic setups, the uniform mag-
netic field can be generated by the Helmholtz coils pair and the uniform saddle coils pair,
while the uniform gradient can be produced by the Maxwell coils pair and the gradient
saddle coils pair with the different settings, respectively. Such electromagnetic coils form
the EMA system with different desired functions. The four stationary coils pairs, such
as two pairs of Helmholtz coils and two pairs of Maxwell coils, can control a magnetic
microrobot in 2D workspace. The same function of control is also achieved by the four
pairs of saddle coils or combination of four coils pairs with the correct configuration. Mean-
while, only two rotating coils pairs can control the 2D motion of microrobots. The one
rotating Helmholtz and one rotating Maxwell coils pairs can contribute a 2D position and
an orientation control. Similarly, the two rotating saddle coils pairs also can provide the
same control with a suitable setting. Thus, all these platforms designed for a 2D workspace
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allow up to a 3 DOFs (2 translations and 1 rotation).
When the workspace is expanded to the 3D, at least six stationary independent electromag-
netic coils are required. If the coils pair is able to be rotated, the number of coils pair could
be reduced. For instance, two pairs of the Helmholtz coils and two pairs of the Maxwell
coils can actuate a 3D locomotion of the microrobot where one Helmholtz coils pair and
one Maxwell coils pair can rotate along a same axis for rotating a 2D manipulation plane
over a 3D workspace. When an electromagnetic coil is used to generate both magnetic
field and gradient by adjusting the current, the number of stationary coils pairs can be
further reduced to three pairs. In addition, the number and type of coils also depend on
the manipulated microrobot. The motion of the microswimmer only requires three pairs
of coils that generate the uniform magnetic field throughout the 3D workspace. With the
exception of the 3DH and 9E platforms, the others allow up to the 5 DOF (3 translations
and 2 rotations).
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Table 1. Comparisons of the EMA systems

EMA
Coils &
Workspace

Advantages Limitations

HMr
[49]

4 coils,
2D

Use few coils with simple structure; 2 DOFs of
translation and 1 DOF of rotation; Manipulation of
the orthotropic body.

Low magnetic gradient over larger areas; Rotating
coils limit medical applications.

2C [70]
4 coils,
2D

Less number of coils, 18% smaller volume and
26.7% less power consumption to the same
magnetic actuation.

Non-uniform magnetic field at the edge of the
workspace.

2H2M
[65]

8 coils,
2D

Simple current control strategy ; Uniform magnetic
field and gradient; Manipulation of the orthotropic
body.

Low flexibility of the confined workspace.

HMUG
[62]

8 coils,
2D

Common current control strategy; Compact setup
with easy access; More efficient compared to the
Maxwell and Helmholtz coils; Manipulation of the
orthotropic body.

Size of the proposed workspace is still limited ;
Non-uniform magnetic field at the edge of the
workspace; Effective workspace is limited to the
2D plane.

3H2M
[90,91]

10 coils,
2D

Independent control of the multiple microrobots;
Microparticles with different shapes.

Only 2 DOFs motions (1 DOF rotational and 1
DOF translational) on a 2D plane; Confined
workspace with difficult access; Important number
of coils and power consumption.

6E [92]
6 coils,
2D

Simultaneous independent positioning control of
multiple microrobots; Simple structure and easy to
implement; Heterogeneous sets of dissimilar
magnetic microrobots have been tested.

Complex control algorithms, and limited trajectory.

3DMH
[74]

6 coils,
3D

Compact and cheap setup; 3D manipulation of the
orthotropic body.

Limited workspace.

2H2Mr
[61]

8 coils,
3D

Precise 3D motion; Fewer number of coils;
Manipulation of the orthotropic body.

Rotating coils limit medical applications; Large
setup volume and power consumption.

HMUGr
[67]

8 coils,
3D

Small setup volume and less consumption ;
Workspace accessibility; Almost all kind of
microrobots.

More powerful current suppliers are demanded
that will cause overheating; The available
workspace is still relatively small.

H2US-
MUG
[63]

10 coils,
3D

Compact structure ; Precise magnetic field and
gradient for 3D manipulation; Potential large
range of applications.

Large number of coils; Small and limited size.

3DH
[94]

6 coils,
3D

6 DOFs motion; Simple structure and easy to build;
Control of the helical microswimmer.

Complex algorithm and control strategy; Only the
magnetic-field-based control.

8E [95]
8 coils,
3D

Compact structure ; Arbitrary forces can be exerted
on each microrobot independently and
simultaneously.

Small volume with few accessibility; Weak
magnetic field and gradients.

[59,60]
Good magnetic field; Hemispherical coils
arrangement.

Complex magnetic field description.

9E [96]
9 coils,
3D

Independent 3D control of pairs of microrobots; 6
DOFs motion; Workspace accessibility.

Advanced control strategies are required; Large
amount of energy consumption and heating.

The independent manipulation of multiple microrobots has been also investigated [72,1

92,95,97]. It requires either complicated control strategy or special design of the microrobots.2

Such as, the eight independent electromagnetic coils are responsible for generating the3

common magnetic gradient to propel the multiple microrobots in the workspace. With the4

unique viscous drag due to the specific microrobots, their responses are independent to5

obtain their control. Basically, the electromagnetic actuation system is useful for various6

manipulation tasks with different configurations of electromagnetic coils under adjustable7
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current inputs and efficient control strategies.8

Table 1 summarizes the comparison of the different EMA setups. More comparative and9

mathematical analyses regarding different configurations of EMA systems have been10

presented in the previous study [81].11

4. Conclusions12

We have provided a comprehensive review of the current advances of the biomedical13

microrobot in MIS and a comparison of various magnetic microrobotic systems developed14

by many researchers. One of the highest potential scientific and societal impact of the15

untethered microrobot would be the health-care and bio-engineering applications. As the16

robot size is decreased to the micro or nano-scale, previously inaccessible body locations17

would become available for high-resolution in situ and in vivo operations. Such remotely18

access will enable an extensive range of MIS operations. To this aim, the untethered19

microrobot would be wirelessly manipulated by the magnetic torque and force induced20

thanks to an EMA system. To precisely manipulate the biomedical microrobot, a key issue21

still relies on the suitable configuration of EMA platforms.22

Therefore, this work is devoted to present a general review of magnetic microrobots23

and magnetic microrobotic actuation setups. Especially, the choice of suitable magnetic24

microrobotic platform is a significant issue for the desired biomedical applications. The25

magnetic microrobotic systems with different configurations can produce respectively the26

magnetic field and gradient. As illustrated in fig. 1(A), the magnetic field and gradient27

on the 2D surface generated by flat-arrangement magnetic microrobotic system are appro-28

priate for the surface or skin operations. For the deeper surgical treatment, the magnetic29

microrobotic system can be utilized to control the medical microrobot to operate on mem-30

bers (e.g. arms, legs) for targeted therapy. This allows increasing the concentration of drugs31

in the part to be treated and reduces the impact on other parts of the body, that makes the32

treatment more effective and minimize side effects. Thus, the magnetic microrobotic system33

could be designed to surround the desired workspace as represented in fig. 1(B) since the34

applied part could be placed through the setup. Once again, with the requirements of a35

specific intraocular application, since the magnetic field with a safe intensity is arduous to36

launch deep into the body tissue providing enough magnetic field and gradient, the coils37

generating the magnetic field placed behind the head would be futile for the eye operation.38

Hence, the applied coils are all arranged around the eye in the front of the head. It is clear39

that the various magnetic microrobotic systems are utilized specifically for the pertinent40

biomedical applications in order to perform efficiently their functions.41
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